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Are there things we can do to improve the Daily Desired Experience for students?
Sometimes things are not explained so I understand the first time 
The teachers don’t let us talk much so I can’t ask questions so she can help me with work and math so I just get it wrong 
I would like time to eat my lunch 
Deal with the kids that are bullying and ACTUALLY  talk to them  about it. 
Less Bullying 
Make it more fun
Not at this time I can think of 
Play cool math games 
Keep a very close eye on bullying and how kids talk to each other 
There is nothing to improve because Jefferson is a great school!
I don’t really know.

Teachers to be more involved in learning and not yelling at us
More challenging things to do 
Understand that some kids find ways to get sent home and yall keep doing it instead of making then learn it's not okay 
No not at the moment 
Have teachers understand INDIVIDUAL needs. All kids are different and require communication FROM the teacher
Being more strict in the classroom and speaking up when a student is being threatening or speaking in acts of violence. Getting a control of the drug use problem in the school. 
Acting like you care.
Be more aware of mental health issues, and also students with special needs and accommodate them, versus sending them home.
I don’t really know
Having to make up gym class because I was home sick. Attendance staff could be friendly. 
Increase support for students with disabilities 
Homework to help them learn and remember 
Give the children more advanced teaching on each grade .
Help students with test anxiety 
(redacted)
Sorry but no.
more time during passing time 
noooo
Teaching I've had only a few wonderful teachers who actually helped me and that it and I don't know what the teachers are doing wrong but its not helping me
Going to school more
I dont know
STOP FORCING THIS SURVEY ON MY MOM!
I'm not sure
i have no complaints
We can be nice and help others out 

Be sure that the teachers placed in a position to instruct advanced courses are competent in doing so.
we can add like a 3 level escape room at the end of the survey.
nothing
pot less qeshtin 
that to give us more options for vegis,and that theres mor opertunities 
Nothing everything is good
Make sure everybody has a voice
maybe some breaks.
I don't know
i don't know
yes more homework.
more fun things and activities around the year.
    yes you can a lot
Yes by doing work that have a puzzles word.
To help them every day.
Nothing
Not really
nah not really
not really
Happy
I don't think so.
be kind be nice 
learn more at the time
No Not really but thank you!
yes and no
need a prize per week or per two week
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reading fast
more lunch time  because i feel like  I don,t have anough time to eat  
my math and my spelling
i want to be challenged in math a litte.
to lern  more math and to hav more time
get a snack  because we are usually hungry during the day.
no because i love school the way it is!
MORE MATH!!!!!!!!! HARDER MATH!!!!!!!!!! i love school
i have nothing
students and staff to get together to get stronger higher learning.
More Resess
yes by helping people stop bullying 
give more freedom
I think we should have more PE and its almost everyones favorite special well atleast its my classes favorite special.
be a little more social 
no not at all!
nothing
More subjects like coding, and also more reward for doing good.
Add new stuff to the playground. Because most of the stuff in the playground is breaking and they're old.
make sure are school is CLEAN
Different classes examples: History class, science class, etc
i dont know
Make class fun and make free time,learning time,and any time you have fun for students.
No comment.
boost is not fun or exiting
better soccer field please and thank you so so much.
better field for soccer
Having creative writing. Also more recess and less of the ELA we're doing.
more free time
i love that you have a good scool
(redacted)- Make the food better.
(redacted)- Put more effort into children/parents speaking on bullying. 
i don't know
it is challenging
stickers
Able to eat lunch in our classrooms.

give all students 2 extra recesses
i feel very safe and happy who is around me 
more recess
i feel very cofident good about things
to not lie
Maybe brain breaks
Be happy
Neutral
neutral
I like  to  play  with  my  good  friends  
I think the things we do are very good because there are a lot of people that are kind in our school.
more questions
not at all 
more breaks 
Give all students more time to have fun and connect during some assignments, but not all. I'm saying instead of just doing some boring work about something boring, the 
teachers can find a way to make it fun. Things like letting us partner up, letting us have a bit of time (like 5 minutes) to talk and take our mind off some of the stressful things. 
Especially if the assignment is not anything like a test, I think we should have more time to connect and have fun. Also more recess time would be preferred so we can let off 
more energy.
let us listen to music. 
Better lunches, more breaks and stop yelling at us over little stuff.
I do not now.
let us in earlyer and not cold gym and class
more clubs for younger and older grades.
More recess so we can put out more energy outside and not in the classroom. 
Stop boys from being really mean to girls, they will call us a dishwashers and sandwitch makers.
not that I can think of currently.
That i might move schools and come back next year
more recess
For staff to not make kids cry if there handwriting is bad. 
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i only get one reses l ned moor to be sigsefol
There is nothing to improve because Jefferson is AMAZIING!!!!
Give students longer breaks . Example: give students 20 min or 30 min long brain breaks /lunch. Also hire better staff
i  dont  know
I am sick of hearing the pained screams of children barely old enough to pronounce words with B's and P's getting dragged helplessly down a hallway by grown adults by their 
arms and legs simply for misbehaving. I am sick of this. Not simply because it is troublesome to me and my peers in my classroom, but how terrible it is knowing these children 
have to endure this without being able to fight back. This is legally considered child abuse. I think this is entirely unfair and can severely affect the mental state of these 
students and leave permanent scars. Me, being a victim of this, I think this is extremely unfair, sick, abusive, and unacceptable. Leaving stretch marks from being manhandled 
by their arms and legs is unacceptable. Locking them in dark, empty rooms is unacceptable. Every time I hear a child's initials spoken over the walkies, I feel a burning passion 
inside of my chest. A burning passion i have had since i was five. Since I was in kindergarten. A passion that wants to stop this. 
Here, I am not only speaking for myself.
I am speaking for the other children.
PLEASE FIX THIS.
dono     curentle  sined  by   (redacted)
yes like help others
give me harder math.
yes i love (redacted)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
if they are siting alone join them
we can clean the floor and be nice to each other and be happy together
no beacuse this is a great shcool
longer recces and lunch
to mayc it funer
yes there are thing
leaning
Do  Boost more often.
more aptions for super start
I would say discipline us a bit less and allow students to roam freely, don't scream at us because we're talking a bit, and that's about it.
if you have more food options
make skool more fun and more safe and less homework and no sckool to maro
more math
i dont now
I like doing math.
yes more free time or reses time 
Math science
no I have fun here every day
there should be more options in lunch
A lidel time after recess.
Come to express your emotions and show what you agree and disagree with.
to talk about more things in class when things are hard.
i want to get beter at math
make sure thier having a great experience at mullberry
i do not like school
Reading
math
FOCOSING
if i  had more recess
I wona improve more lunch aconts 
learn the human body more and answer more quiestons
for everybody to be nice to people

longer recess and lunch.lunch in your classroom. 
get a new playground
yes give the students oppurtunities to do harder work

Maybe
do like something fun like spirit week like every month
 don't know
Make more children more wellcome.
maybe have more time to play outside on first recess. and more sport equipment likemore footballs and more space
Treat each other equally, going for the teachers too.
At the moment I dont thiink there is anything because school is pretty fun right now
have the younger grades  do things with older grades because i think that they look up to the older kids and if like once or twice a week younger kids do things with older 
grades it would make them feel good
longer lunch and recess.lunch in classroom.
they , promised us a new playground but we did not get it and it is annoying
Help kids the same way and make sure teachers are aware when students are struggling more than others. 
Help kids and be more interested in what they have to say instead of just being like oh well.For any school.
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For Teachers: Look happy and not disappointed, Basically just put a smile on your face and look like you want to be here.  Value Students EQUALLY (That seems to be a 
struggle).  Give CLEAR instructions and use UNDERSTANDABLE words. | For Students:  Some of us seem to joke around TOO MUCH to the point where when someone is 
sad or depressed (Like me) They seem to IGNORE it ENTIRELY, And IF they notice that you are sad they will not even MENTION it or just joke around about it, laugh at you, 
or just tease you n' stuff.   Sometimes they may even write HATEFUL messages in your PRIZED notebook that you say is "SPECIAL" or "TREASURE TO YOU" |  In General:  
Be kind, Respect each other,  and not be a "Personal Space Invader"  I call people that as a reference to Space Invaders, a Video game from the 1980-2000.  Have a great 
day whoever is reading this :)
Nothing
some teachers need to be nicer i guess and that is all 
not in  a life time
everything is fine, maybe if they feel safe around new and unique students?
More reccess!!!!!
i don't know.
recess longer
Being kind to others, listen to everyone, noticing everybody
I think that my teacher should be more patient with students cause I won't know every thing right away.
Maybe
techers are doing very good
I have none
have a few more activity for students , please and thank you!
have a good time :>
nothing, it is fine the way it is and students need to learn that. the staff is the best and my peers are. i love this school the way it is
i do not know
Nope!
we can be nicer
do better on giving more time to learn 

a bigger gym
That we can play with the other 4th graders during 2d recess.
help all kids in need of help with work.;)
make people happy and give compliments and maybe do more discipline Justin always screams and it's kinda scary.

To not talk when we are not supposed to.
Our class is getting back together and we don't have to be and at second recess all of us can play together hopefully we can I that's what I want okay and I want to be able to 
like do things and be able to like have fun more and I hope we can have more time at recess than what we already have because it's really boring because that much of 
recess.
Please can we write essays on our computers more              sincerely (redacted)
we should Where costumes every hallowen or dont

Get better balls to use at recess because they are getting bad and ripped for example a football grip is coming off and you can hardly throw it and the grip sometimes can poke 
your fingers
In question 8 I put disagree for in class because i go to GT 
have better smartboards,so teacher's can have less trouble pulling thing's up.
do more activitys like silent ball,silent game,and other fun game that maybe include learning
Have more zern time/to work.
have better lunch's and more resses
no atlest not for me (redacted)
Nothing I'm fine right now.
give us more steam time                      

ps:pizza every day 
be fair in everything be more explaining teach more and dig deeper in problem's.
just make more safe dont spend money on sports we need safe you dont give us that youspend it on sports
Have more intresting things to engage students in learning.
If we can get super start back maybe we can do some REALLY fun games.
everything. overall a bad place
let students go to the bathroom when they need to go.
Get the teachers more staff in the special ed class room to assist with the children. That is needed! Keep your word and retrain staff to be more skilled to handle any situation 
in a class room. 
Very pleased with the experience my student is receiving 
Teachers that are not just there to get paid
agree
do  math
yes but no so i don't no.
learning names
do more partner work in the class room.
we can make math more fun like when my teacher does math she ses when we move the desimal we think of it as a sister or bother :)
i don,t know
i wish i could get more resses
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no its good
nothing
Make us do more math.

nothing
harder work
My friend 
nothing
nothing
nothing
make sure students are challenged.
Nothing.
I am not challenged sometimes with my work so you could give certain people harder work sometimes.
nothing.
yes restroom brak
yeah I'd like to be able to take classes about what you are passionate about
more speciles time

nope its perfect but make it longer.
have more brain brakes so we can foces more on school work and more kind kids.
wrc to gethr
let there be a 3 minute drawing time
give students with higher leveals of learning harder work then their grade.
spelling
ad jobs for people in the morning to do
speelieing mach reding 
maybe i could stop with the talking maybe
having a good day
Take ideas from students.
stop yelling
not yelling so much
More games
bein nice
have three day weekends 
Not really
be NICE
Yes, more indaviual stuff with the students  
have three day weekends, shortened classes, and don't make us wake up so early.
fun learning
You could make school fun.
equal free time for all grades. And, Less, MOTHER. FRICKING. FIGHTS.
not talking as much
yes the work is to hard.
be fair
i think that teachers could be fair. And let us talk in lunch  
Yes, I would enjoy not getting yelled at 24/7 and I need more time for myself instead of getting everything taken away all the time. I do really like school though.
Yes  the teacher  need to not get in are face of kids like getaway from me .2 teachers need to not have favrits i this one techer calls them his kids  like wird.3 Do not take time 
from my lunch .4 wen you know who is in the wrong dont yell at all of us just that one
no tests
bring the fun stuff black l
make more open and explorable at school in class
nothing the school is perfect the way it is but we  more books
maybe we can add a seesaw and more stuff to our playground.
being kind not calling names what was going on with me in 2grade thru 3grade
I can be a little help at division but i can do my best work.
Have fun
Yeah, Hold (redacted) accountable for her bullying and spreading rumors about me and a to of other people.
I think something that would improve the experience for students is to have a swimming pool at Susan clark.
Maybe jsut like two minute brakes during test or when youve been learning non stop for that period
I don't think so
No I have the best life ever.
Make sure students have an appropriate amount of time to finish work
Have your teachers and staff respect us and we will respect them 
Don't compare us to other classes.
I don't know
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I don't know?
More fun in classes 
Nothing right now.
give us more food for lunch and make us learn things we will actually use.
Teachers need to learn to discipline the kids who mess around and instead give oppourtinites to the students who always work hard. Staff needs to do a better job at finding 
bonds with there students and making them feel seen and heard. Staff needs to learn how to prevent all of the fighting.
Have a thing about being kind and not calling people names cause i keep being called things that i dont like and my friends have been made fun of for their name and i keep 
getting pushed in the hall or shoved into lockers and i really dont like that and i would like to see that change
Yes they can
Have more of a break period to have time to talk to friends at some point in the day also to rest our brains for a bit.
make school more fun
Nothing, it's perfect.
get more sports and a color guard and a marching band at Susan Clark so when kids go to the high-school so they are prepared for what is going to happen 
Having teachers help us understand what we need to get done before the end of the day or class period 
Maybe actually do something when we report being harassed, bullied and sexually assaulted. Instead of saying you will do something and not doing anything, letting us suffer. 
Help people from being mean to others 
let us have are phones 
No not that you have control of.


